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ABSTRACT: Both the efficiency and stability of low-cost organic
solar cells are central components for meeting the requirements of
commercialization for organic photovoltaics (OPV). Furthermore,
the relationship between the chemical structure of an active
material and morphology and its effects on efficiency and stability
is still largely undetermined. Additionally, both the kinetic and
thermodynamic morphology states of an active layer can have a
huge impact on efficiency and stability, even when the chemical
structures of materials applied in the active layer are especially the
same or similar. Here, using two series of acceptor−donor−
acceptor (A−D−A)-type small-molecule acceptors (SMAs) with
similar backbone structures, we demonstrate the relevance of fine-tuned chemical structures with their solution and solid-state
properties, further leading to significantly different behavior in terms of both device efficiency and stability. This is also partially due
to the different morphology states caused by such fine chemical structure tuning. Our results indicate that a delicate balance of
molecular aggregation and ordered stacking morphology is required to achieve and lead to high efficiency and stability. Thus, among
the two series of molecules, UF-EH-2F, with both optimal length and steric hindrance of side chains, achieves the preponderant
morphology in its corresponding device, where its morphologies “efficient state” and “stable state” are almost overlapped, and thus
lead to both the highest efficiency (power conversion efficiency, PCE = 13.56%) and the best stability. Our results indicate that it is
highly possible to achieve the morphology state required for both high efficiency and stability simultaneously by fine-tuning the
chemical structure of active materials for organic solar cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

Both the efficiency and stability of low-cost organic solar cells
are central components to meeting the requirements of
commercialization for organic photovoltaics (OPV).1 While
significant developments with efficiencies up to 16−17% have
been achieved,2−5 materials and devices that possess both the
desired efficiency and stability needed for commercial purposes
are still unavailable. This may partially be due to the limited
understanding of the relationship between the chemical
structure of active layer materials and its corresponding
morphology state. Furthermore, currently, in most cases, the
optimized morphology state for high power conversion is far
away from the thermodynamically stable state,6,7 which leads
to the morphology downgrading and an eventual decline in
device performance.
It is well known that efficiency and stability depend on both

the molecular- and morphology-level properties of the active
materials in the active layers.8,9 This is echoed by many results
demonstrating that even with the same or similar chemical
structures, and thus similar molecular levels and solution
properties, device performance can be very different in terms of

both efficiency and stability.7,10−16 Furthermore, the relation-
ship between efficiency and stability is quite elusive in the
literature. All these have been hammering to realize the goal of
achieving highly efficient and stable OPV materials and devices
to meet the requirements of commercial applications.1,17

In regard to stability, there are many complicated intrinsic
and external factors in effect.18 The external factors include
water and oxygen from the atmosphere, which can be well
prevented by proper and sophisticated encapsulation used in
the industry.19 Additionally, the intrinsic factors clearly depend
on the chemical structures of the materials, particularly the
ones in active layers. Considering that organic materials have
been used in commercial organic light-emitting diodes
(OLED), it is reasonable to assume that the intrinsic chemical
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stability of active materials could be achieved in the future by
following the same strategy as that applied for OLED
materials.19 The other side of intrinsic stability is morphology
stability.20−24 In the fabrication process of OPV devices, the
formation of corresponding bulk−heterojunction morpholo-
gies comes down to the kinetic crystallization of donors and
acceptors in a very short period. Therefore, it is natural at this
stage to obtain an unstable/metastable morphology with
improperly mixed domains and phase separation in the active
layers.26 It is also well known that the morphology of active
layers can be carefully optimized to ensure an appropriate
phase separation for efficient quantum conversion, which can
simultaneously maximize the photon absorption, exciton
separation, and charge transportation for a high power
conversion efficiency (PCE) value in devices. However, even
after such performance optimization, both the donor and
acceptor molecules in the active layer might still migrate and
rearrange into a thermodynamic equilibrium (or more stable)
state during the path of long-time utilization.25−28 In other
words, even with optimized initial performance, its perform-
ance might still degrade over time.
In the following, with a given OPV material system (e.g., the

active materials such as donor and acceptor materials are set
for a BHJ-type device), we will use the term “kinetic state” to
represent the initial metastable state of morphology obtained
after the device-fabrication process. The term “efficient state”
will be used to represent the ideal morphology state of such a
material system, which should have the optimal phase
separation and morphology and thus result in the possible
highest (best intrinsic) PCE value of the corresponding
devices. Lastly, the term “stable state” is applied to represent
the thermodynamic equilibrium (most stable) state of
morphology for the given material system.
With these considerations, we argue that, at least in theory, if

a morphology state for a given OPV system, with the
characteristics of both efficient and stable states, could be
achieved at the initial stage of device fabrication (correspond-
ing to the kinetic state), both high stability and efficiency of
OPV devices could be achieved (as shown in Figure 1).29 That

is, if the achieved initial state (kinetic state) during the device-
fabrication process can be overlapped with both the efficient
and stable states,30 the device would be both highly efficient
and stable.
From state-of-the-art studies in the literature,31−34 it is clear

that while we have many means to predict and control the
molecular level and solution properties of active materials, such
as designing the right molecules to have the desired electronic
properties,35−39 solubility,40 film quality,41,42 and so on, it is
still quite elusive to control or predict their morphology state
and solid-state properties, particularly for the complicated

interpenetrating mixed state of the donor and acceptor, as in
the case of BHJ. This is the main challenge to be addressed
during further studies, and the development of OPV for the
eventual goal of its commercial application. In this regard, it is
extremely important to link chemical structures with both their
corresponding morphology state and device efficiency in the
active layer, where the donor and acceptor molecules are mixed
up to result in a rather complicated multiscale/level inter-
penetrating and heterogeneous morphology.43 It would be
ideal to predict and control the molecular-level property and
morphology (solid properties with D/A together) at the
beginning of molecule design, or at least have some ideas as to
how to do so.
With these considerations, we designed three pairs in two

series of six A−D−A-type small-molecule acceptors (SMAs) in
this work, all with the same backbone and essentially similar
molecular and solution properties, and investigated systemati-
cally the relationship between their fine-tuning chemical
structures and morphology, including in pure and blend states.
From there, a clear relationship has been obtained in regard to
their chemical structure, performance, and stability. It is
concluded that to achieve both efficient and stable active
materials, their initial morphology state (kinetic state) needs to
be the same as or close enough to both the efficient state (i.e.,
an optimal nanoscale interpenetrating state between D and A)
and stable state in the active layer. Furthermore, our results
indicate that one way to achieve such an overlapped
morphology state is by fine-tuning the side chains of acceptors.
Thus, among these two series of molecules, UF-EH-2F with
both optimal length and steric hindrance of side chains exhibits
the property to be able to achieve its efficient state and stable
state with its kinetic state overlapped in the device-fabrication
process, which offers both the highest PCE of 13.56% and the
best stability (5% loss after 1368 h when stored in a glovebox
without encapsulation) among all of these molecules. These
results and conclusions are expected to offer some important
guidelines for future molecule design with both high stability
and efficiency.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Molecular Design and Synthesis. With the consid-
eration of a simple synthesis route and low cost, two common
and easily accessible building blocks 2,5-bis(alkoxy)benzene
and 4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b′]-
dithiophene (CPDT) were selected to construct the six
targeted small acceptor molecules with an unfused architecture
(Figure 2). Note that the backbone and end unit (2-(5,6-
difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-ylidene)malononitrile)
in these molecules were chosen based on the literature, and the
corresponding SMAs achieved good device performance,44−47

where it is believed that these molecules would offer at least
decent performance as the base to carry out our studies.
Meanwhile, fine-tuning the side chains of these SMAs could
ensure similar properties at the molecule level,48,49 which offers
the base to study the relevance between morphology state,
efficiency, and device stability.
The first series of three molecules have methyl, isobutyl, and

propyl as the substitutions on the central benzene ring,
compared with the second series of the other three molecules,
where the corresponding groups are all prolonged with octyl,
iso-octyl, and 3-octyl groups, respectively (Figure 2), to address
the solubility issue discussed below. Notably, all six of these

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the relationship between kinetic state,
efficient state, and stable state.
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molecules were synthesized in only three simple and high-yield
steps (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
Absorption and Electrochemical Properties. The

corresponding ultraviolet−visible−infrared (UV−vis−NIR)
absorption spectra of these SMAs in a dilute chloroform
solution are shown in Figure 3a. The maximum absorption
wavelengths (λmax) of all SMAs are around 730−740 nm, and
the solution extinction coefficients are all approximately 1.87 ×
105 mol−1 cm−1. Clearly, all these six SMAs exhibit similar light
absorption in terms of patterns and intensities. A similar
conclusion was obtained from their electrochemical studies.
The energy levels of all SMAs show little difference, measured
by cyclic voltammetry in a dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) solution
(Figure S4 and Table S9), consistent with the calculation
results of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)/
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). However, their
solid-state electrochemical properties, shown in Figure 3b and
determined by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
measurements (Figure S5), show slight differences in energy
levels. These results indicate that, as expected, the fine-tuning
of side chains with different lengths and steric hindrances of
these SMAs has some impact on their molecular packing even
in a pure solid state.

Photovoltaic Performance. With similar absorption
properties in the dilute solution of all SMAs, J52 (the
molecular structure is illustrated in Figure 4a) was selected as
the donor material to investigate its photovoltaic properties
and device stability due to its matched HOMO/LUMO and
also complementary absorption. The OPV devices were
fabricated with an inverted structure (indium-tin oxide, ITO/
ZnO/PFN-Br/active layer/MoOx/Ag), and the photovoltaic
properties of all SMAs were fully investigated under various
process conditions/parameters (detailed in Tables S2−S7).
The optimized photovoltaic results of all devices based on
J52:SMAs are summarized in Table 1. Importantly, two series
of SMAs revealed the same tendency: the SMAs with moderate
steric hindrance of side chains (UF-iBu-2F and UF-EH-2F)
displayed the best device performance among each series.
However, the three SMAs with short side chains have overall
lower performance compared to the corresponding SMAs with
prolonged side chains, mainly due to the solubility issue. Note
that, among all these six SMAs, the UF-EH-2F-based device
exhibited the best PCE of 13.56%, with a Voc of 0.79 V, an
outstanding Jsc of 24.87 mA cm−2, and a significantly enhanced
fill-factor (FF) of 0.69. To the best of our knowledge, this is
also the highest PCE value of OPV devices based on unfused
SMAs.44,46,50 According to the external quantum efficiency

Figure 2. Chemical structures of the six unfused SMAs by adjusting the length and steric hindrance of side chains at the central benzene rings.

Figure 3. (a) Absorption spectra of all SMAs in chloroform with the same concentration (4.3 × 10−6 mol L−1). (b) Energy levels of all SMAs
measured by UPS. The HOMO values were calculated by the incident photon energy, hν = 21.22 eV, Ecutoff, and Eonset. The LUMO values were
calculated with the Eg

opt and HOMO energy level.
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(EQE) spectra in Figure 4c, all devices have the photovoltaic
responses in the broad range of 450−900 nm, owing to the
complementary absorptions of the donor and acceptor. The
calculated Jsc values from EQE curves are all close to the
measured values from J−V curves within a 4% mismatch.
Notably, the different Jsc values of devices based on these
SMAs were mainly caused by the photoresponse in the range
of 650−900 nm (contributed mainly by the SMAs). The EQE
value in the contribution part of the acceptor was around 80%
of the UF-EH-2F device, which is remarkably higher than that
of UF-C8-2F and UF-C2C5-2F and consistent with its higher
Jsc value of the device.
Device Stability. To evaluate the stability of devices, we

measured the shelf stability, photostability, and thermal
stability of the devices based on these SMAs. Figure 4d−f
shows the photovoltaic performance of the devices as a
function of storage time, where the unencapsulated devices
were placed in an argon-filled glovebox. The UF-EH-2F-based
devices exhibited the best shelf stability (Figure 4d), with only
3.3% loss of the initial PCE after 30 days (720 h), which
outperformed those based on UF-C8-2F (11.5% loss after 30
days) and UF-C2C5-2F (15.3% loss after 30 days). Even after

57 days (1368 h), the UF-EH-2F-based devices could also
maintain 95.0% of their initial performance. Photostability
(Figure 4e) was also tested under a continuous white light-
emitting diode (LED) illumination (1 sun) in a glovebox, and
the UF-EH-2F-based devices demonstrated the best stability
(80.0% of their initial performance after 32 days), significantly
better than that of UF-C8-2F (68.0% of the initial PCE after 30
days) and UF-C2C5-2F (63.1% of the initial PCE after 30
days). Thermal stability (Figure 4f) of these devices gave the
same conclusion, which indicates that the UF-EH-2F-based
device has the best stability. More details of the photovoltaic
parameters (Voc, Jsc, and FF) as a function of time for the
devices are plotted in the Supporting Information (Figure S6),
consistent with the results above.
From the results discussed above, among all of these

molecules, the devices based on UF-EH-2F showed not only
the highest power conversion efficiency but also the best shelf
stability, photostability, and thermal stability, though all SMAs
possessed very similar molecular-level properties. Note that
this coincident phenomenon for UF-EH-2F has not been
widely observed as far as we know, and thus, prompted us to
take up further studies and understand the reasons behind.

Figure 4. (a) Chemical structure of the polymer donor J52. (b) J−V and (c) EQE curves of the optimized devices based on J52:UF-C8-2F, J52:UF-
EH-2F, and J52:UF-C2C5-2F under the illumination of AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm−2. (d) Shelf stability, (e) photostability, and (f) thermal stability of
the devices based on J52:UF-C8-2F, J52:UF-EH-2F, and J52:UF-C2C5-2F.

Table 1. Photovoltaic Parameters of the Optimized J52:SMAs-Based Devices Under the Illumination of AM 1.5G, 100 mW
cm−2

active layera Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm−2) FF PCEb (%) Jsc,EQE
c (mA cm−2)

J52:UF-Me-2F 0.82 (0.81 ± 0.01) 14.03 (13.89 ± 0.16) 0.50 (0.49 ± 0.01) 5.75 (5.62 ± 0.14)
J52:UF-C8-2F 0.81 (0.81 ± 0.01) 22.39 (22.33 ± 0.46) 0.62 (0.61 ± 0.01) 11.24 (11.15 ± 0.24) 22.23
J52:UF-iBu-2F 0.79 (0.79 ± 0.01) 21.95 (21.66 ± 0.18) 0.62 (0.62 ± 0.01) 10.75 (10.32 ± 0.28)
J52:UF-EH-2F 0.79 (0.79 ± 0.01) 24.87 (24.49 ± 0.34) 0.69 (0.69 ± 0.01) 13.56 (13.31 ± 0.19) 24.26
J52:UF-Pr-2F 0.80 (0.80 ± 0.01) 21.58 (21.35 ± 0.13) 0.54 (0.53 ± 0.01) 9.32 (8.99 ± 0.21)
J52:UF-C2C5-2F 0.80 (0.81 ± 0.01) 22.05 (21.94 ± 0.25) 0.57 (0.56 ± 0.01) 10.05 (9.87 ± 0.26) 21.20

aThe optimized active layers had a donor/acceptor weight ratio of 1:1.2, spin-coated from a solvent mixture of chloroform with 0.5% 1-
chloronaphthalene (CN) in volume, and further annealed at 120 °C for 10 min before electrode deposition. bThe average PCE values with
standard deviations were obtained from 20 devices. cThe values are calculated from the corresponding EQE spectra.
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This led us to the following systematic investigation about the
kinetic state, efficient state, and stable state of these molecules
in BHJ OPV devices.
Kinetic State vs Efficient State. Optical Absorption vs

Efficiency. Unlike similar absorption in solution (as shown in
Figure 3a), the solid absorption spectra of all SMAs in the pure
film state exhibit significant differences (Figure 5a). The λmax

values of these SMAs in the pure film state display clear blue
shifts with the increased steric hindrance of side chains (from
UF-Me-2F to UF-Pr-2F and UF-C8-2F to UF-C2C5-2F),
consistent with the packing density results of atomistic
molecular dynamics simulations (shown in the Supporting
Information). Furthermore, all the SMAs with prolonged side
chains exhibit a red-shifted absorption in contrast to the
counterpart molecules with shorter side chains (UF-Me-2F vs
UF-C8-2F, UF-iBu-2F vs UF-EH-2F, and UF-Pr-2F vs UF-
C2C5-2F), probably due to the increased side-chain
interaction from the prolonged side chains.41 The slightly
different optical band gap (Eg

opt) of each SMAs was calculated
from its absorption onset and the corresponding data are
summarized in Table S10.

For blend films with J52 (Figure 5b,c) obtained during the
device optimal fabrication, the absorption spectra change was
the same as that of the pure films. With the increased steric
hindrance of side chains in each series, the UV−vis−NIR
absorption spectra under the optimal conditions were slightly
blue-shifted. Furthermore, the absorption spectra of the blend
films based on the SMAs with prolonged side chains (but with
similar steric hindrance) showed a red shift compared to the
corresponding short ones (such as the pair of UF-Me-2F vs
UF-C8-2F). However, compared with their corresponding
pure films, only the blend films of UF-iBu-2F and UF-EH-2F
with moderate steric hindrance of side chains showed
significant red shifts, and all the other four SMAs were slightly
blue-shifted (Figure S7). These results indicated that the
packing properties of SMAs in blend films were changed more
significantly compared with those in the pure film state by a
minor change in the side chains on the benzene ring.
Additionally, a more delicate balance in terms of both side-
chain length and steric hindrance, as in the case of UF-EH-2F,
seems to be achieved for the most optimal absorption in the
active layer. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3e, the EQE data
of their corresponding devices are consistent with these

Figure 5. (a) Normalized absorption spectra of all SMAs in the solid film state prepared by spin-coating from a CHCl3 solution. Absorption spectra
of optimized (b) J52:UF-Me-2F/UF-iBu-2F/UF-Pr-2F blend films and (c) J52:UF-C8-2F/UF-EH-2F/UF-C2C5-2F blend films.

Figure 6. Two-dimensional (2D) GWIAXS patterns of the pure films (a) UF-C8-2F, (b) UF-EH-2F, and (c) UF-C2C5-2F, as well as the
corresponding optimal blend films (d) J52:UF-C8-2F, (e) J52:UF-EH-2F, and (f) J52:UF-C2C5-2F. (g) Line-cut profiles of the corresponding
GIWAXS patterns.
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absorption results in Figure 5c, where the UF-EH-2F-based
device exhibits both the widest and highest (which will be
discussed below) photoresponse. This is consistent with the
highest Jsc for the UF-EH-2F device (Table 1), contributing to
its highest PCE among all six compounds.
Morphology vs Efficiency. The remarkable difference in

absorption from solution to a pure state and a further blend
state indicates that the packing and morphology of these
molecules in the solid state must be different due to the fine-
tuning of the chemical structures caused by the side chains on
the benzene ring. More detailed investigations of morphologies
were carried out on the series of SMAs with prolonged side
chains (UF-C8-2F, UF-EH-2F, and UF-C2C5-2F) due to their
overall higher performance.
First, as displayed in the atom force microscopy (AFM)

height images (Figure S8), while all blend films displayed a
very uniform and smooth surface with small root-mean-square
roughness (1.33, 1.43, and 1.26 nm for UF-C8-2F, UF-EH-2F,
and UF-C2C5-2F blend films, respectively), the UF-EH-2F-
based blend film featured grain-like domains and exhibited a
more defined phase separation compared with the others.
Furthermore, compared with the UF-C8-2F and UF-C2C5-2F
blend films, the UF-EH-2F blend film shows more continuous
nanofiber-like networks in transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images (Figure S9). The optimal morphology for the
UF-EH-2F blend film was also supported by the two-
dimensional grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(2D-GIWAXS) studies on their corresponding pure and
blend films (Figure 6).
As can be seen from Figure 6a−c, all SMA neat films

displayed (100) lamellar pecking peaks in the in-plane (IP)
direction and pronounced (010) π−π stacking peaks in the
out-of-plane direction, indicating that all neat films showed
ordered packing with a favored face-on orientation. Note that
the slightly different positions of the (010) diffraction peaks of
UF-C8-2F, UF-EH-2F, and UF-C2C5-2F, located in 1.75,
1.75, and 1.71 Å−1, respectively, indicate their slightly different
π−π stacking distances of 3.58, 3.58, and 3.66 Å.
After blending with a donor, the blend films under the

optimized conditions also displayed a broad and combined
diffraction peak in their (010) regions along the OOP
direction, indicative of the same face-on orientation for the
donor and all acceptor molecules (Figure 6d−f). However,
their π−π stacking distances of the blend films are significantly
different. The optimized UF-EH-2F blend film shows a π−π
stacking peak at 1.80 Å−1, corresponding to a distance of 3.49
Å, which is much smaller than that of the UF-C8-2F (3.67 Å)
and J52:UF-C2C5-2F (3.58 Å) blend films. Moreover, the UF-
EH-2F blend film also displays a larger crystal coherence
length (CCL) of 47.50 Å, estimated using the Scherrer
equation, than that of the UF-C8-2F (35.20 Å) and UF-C2C5-
2F (38.03 Å) blend films. The smaller π−π stacking distance
and the increased CCL of the UF-EH-2F blend film indicate
that the UF-EH-2F blend film formed an enhanced and better-
ordered packing and higher crystallinity, which is beneficial for
charge transport in OPV devices.51

To investigate the miscibility between J52 and SMAs, we
measured the contact angle and calculated their surface
tensions for all pristine materials and the interfacial tensions
for the corresponding blend films (Figure S10 and Table S11)
following the literature method.52 According to the contact
angle, the UF-EH-2F pure film exhibits lower surface tension
than that of UF-C8-2F and UF-C2C5-2F. Then, the equation

χ γ γ∝ −( )donor acceptor
2, suggested by Moons and co-

workers in which χ is the Flory−Huggins interaction parameter
of two blends, was used to further compare the miscibility of
the blend films.53 The χ parameter of the J52:UF-EH-2F blend
film is higher than that of the UF-C8-2F and UF-C2C5-2F
blend films, indicating lower miscibility and the potential for
higher domain purity in the UF-EH-2F-based device.
All of these results indicate that the UF-EH-2F blend film

exhibits a morphology state with optimal ordered packing
properties and better domain purity by its proper fine-tuning of
side chains among the six acceptors. Thus, its initial
morphology state (kinetic state) achieved during the device
fabrication for this molecule is also favorable for efficient
photocurrent conversion, that is, its kinetic state is overlapped
with or close to the desired efficient state, resulting in the best
performance among these molecules.

Comparison of Charge Generation, Transport, and
Recombination. Such a phenomenon of overlapping of the
kinetic state with the efficient state for UF-EH-2F and the
morphological differences of these SMAs are also supported by
studies of charge separation, transport, and recombination in
the devices. Initially, we examined the photocurrent density Jph
(Jph = JL − JD) as a function of the effective voltage Veff (Veff =
V0 − Va) of the devices to illustrate the exciton dissociation
and charge-collection behavior. The charge dissociation
probability (Pdiss) was estimated from the ratio of Jph/Jsat
under the short circuit and maximal power output conditions.
As shown in Figure S11a, the devices based on UF-EH-2F
showed Pdiss values of 95.2 and 82.8% under the short circuit
and maximal power output conditions, respectively, both
higher than those of UF-C8-2F (92.2/72.8%) and UF-C2C5-
2F (93.2/68.2%). The light intensity (Plight) dependence of the
Jsc and Voc was tested to further understand the charge
recombination kinetics of the devices. From Figure S11b, the α
value of the UF-EH-2F-based device was closer to 1, which
indicates that the UF-EH-2F-based device has the weakest
bimolecular recombination. The slope of Voc vs Plight was used
to determine the degree of trap-assisted recombination in the
devices. From the Voc−Plight plot (Figure S11c), the devices
based on UF-EH-2F showed a slope of 1.055kT/q, which is
much closer to kT/q than that of both UF-C8-2F (1.233 kT/q)
and UF-C2C5-2F (1.245 kT/q). Meanwhile, as depicted in the
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) curves (Figure S11d), the
UF-EH-2F device shows an IQE value of nearly 90% in the
650−850 nm region, which is much higher than that of UF-
C8-2F- and UF-C2C5-2F-based devices. These results are
consistent with the morphology analysis above and indicate
that among all molecules, UF-EH-2F-based devices achieve not
only a higher exciton dissociation rate and charge-collection
efficiency but also lower trap density and weaker trap−assistant
recombination. This results in the high Jsc and enhanced FF
among all these OPV devices,12 indicating that it indeed has
also achieved a morphology state that is overlapped with or
close to the desired efficient state during the device fabrication.
The transient photovoltage and photocurrent (TPV and

TPC) were also measured to further understand the charge
recombination dynamics of the devices. The results (as shown
in Figure S12) show that UF-EH-2F-based devices have a
relatively longer carrier lifetime (TPV, Figure S12a) and a
much shorter charge sweepout time (TPC, Figure S12b),
which is correlated to a weaker recombination and the
observed higher electron mobility in the UF-EH-2F-based
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devices (detailed in the Supporting Information, Table S8).54

Furthermore, the hole and electron mobilities of the devices
based on UF-EH-2F were more balanced than those of UF-C8-
2F and UF-C2C5-2F (Table S8). Photoluminescence (PL)
quenching experiments were also carried out to confirm the
charge-transfer behavior in the blend films (Figure S13). When
excited at 780 nm, the PL spectrum was more effectively
quenched (nearly 90%) in the UF-EH-2F blend film than that
of UF-C8-2F and UF-C2C5-2F. These results suggest that the
UF-EH-2F blend film showed a more effective charge transfer.
All these results indicate that the UF-EH-2F device achieved

the most suitable/optimal morphology state for efficient power
conversion (corresponding to the efficient state) among these
SMAs from the device-fabrication process, that is, the kinetic
state obtained during its device fabrication is very likely to
overlap with or be at least close to its efficient state. It should
be pointed out that while in theory, it is possible that this
achieved efficient state of UF-EH-2F may actually not be
exactly the ideal morphology for its possibly highest OPV
performance, we argue that the state achieved should be at
least close to the state for the highest possible performance
state. This is based on the following two reasons: (1) the total
of six very similar molecules and the large number of tests
performed under different processing parameters, solvents, etc.
for each molecule should allow for a wide range of coverage to
obtain many different morphology states, which should very
likely include the one for the highest possible OPV
performance, and (2) the obtained optimal results for UF-
EH-2F, such as those of high FF (close to 70%) and EQE
(close to 80%) and those from the photodynamic studies
above, indicate that its high OPV performance should come
from an optimal morphology state (otherwise, these
parameters should not be that high).
Kinetic State vs Stable State. As we all know, the

achieved initial morphology state (kinetic state) during the

device-fabrication process and the state for optimal power
conversion (efficient state) may not be a thermodynamically
stable morphology state (stable state).24,55 This would lead the
morphology state in the fabricated device to migrate away from
the initial kinetic state and efficient state, even if the kinetic
state and efficient state have already overlapped as in the case
of UF-EH-2F. Thus, this would result in unstable device
performance.29 That is, to achieve both an efficient and a stable
device, all three states, kinetic state, efficient state, and stable
state, should be the same or close enough.29 As discussed in
the last section for the performance among all of the
molecules, the UF-EH-2F-based device achieved a morphology
state that exhibits the characteristics of a rather efficient state.
This demonstrates that by fine-tuning the chemical structure,
such as with appropriate length and steric hindrance of side
chains, it is possible to render the initial morphology state
(kinetic state) close to the efficient state of the active layer.
Now, we need to understand whether and how the kinetic state
is also overlapped with the stable state proposed at the
beginning.
First, based on the stability test results discussed above, it is

fair to conclude that UF-EH-2F has achieved the desired stable
state or at least both states should be very close for the case of
UF-EH-2F, since its device performance exhibits rather high
stability and also the best stability among all of the devices of
the designed acceptor molecules after numerous device
optimizations. In other words, the kinetic state for the UF-
EH-2F blend film is also overlapped with or close to the stable
state. This conclusion is supported further below with detailed
photophysical and morphology studies.
To find out whether UF-EH-2F has achieved the stable state

directly, first, the UV−vis−NIR absorption spectra changes vs
time with continuous heating at 60 °C for the blend films
prepared under the same conditions as those of the optimal
device fabrication were measured. As shown in Figure S14, the

Figure 7. Absorption spectra changes of optimized (a) J52:UF-C8-2F, (b) J52:UF-EH-2F, and (c) J52:UF-C2C5-2F blend films under continuous
white LED illumination (1 sun). The blend films were prepared by spin-coating from a CHCl3 solution under optimized conditions. Jph versus Veff
curves of the fresh and aged (d) J52:UF-C8-2F, (e) J52:UF-EH-2F, and (f) J52:UF-C2C5-2F devices stored in a glovebox.
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absorption of the UF-EH-2F blend film does not change after
heating for 72 h. Furthermore, Figure 7a−c shows the results
of a similar test but with even harsher conditions, where the
absorption vs time study was carried out under continuous
white LED illumination (1 sun) in a glovebox for 30 days.
Compared with the initial films, the absorption of the aged UF-
EH-2F blend film exhibits only a very minor change (Figure
7b). These results indicate that the morphology state obtained
during the device-fabrication process is quite stable for UF-
EH-2F.
The morphological changes of the UF-EH-2F-based blend

film were further directly monitored using GIWAXS during
aging, and the summary of the parameters for the
corresponding blend films obtained from GIWAXS is displayed
in Table 2. The patterns of fresh and aged blend films (both

illumination and thermal aging) are shown in Figure S15. It is
clearly shown that the UF-EH-2F-based blend film exhibits no
obvious change in both IP and OOP directions, with almost no
change for both the π−π stacking distance and CCL. These
results demonstrate directly and clearly that a stable state was
achieved during the device fabrication for the UF-EH-2F-based
device,20 or its kinetic state has overlapped with its stable state.
On the contrary, the cases of the other two SMAs (UF-C8-2F
and UF-C2C5-2F) are very different, where there are
significant changes in both their absorption spectra (Figure
7a,c) and GIWAXS patterns (Figures S15 and S16), indicating
that there is some morphology rearrangement occurring in the
blend films from their kinetic state toward their stable state.
The change in the π−π stacking distance and increased values
of CCL for the cases of UF-C8-2F and UF-C2C5-2F, a good
and direct indicator for the morphology/phase change
(instability) in the active layer,56 agree with their device
stability testing results as discussed above, indicating that these
two molecules certainly have not achieved a stable state during
their device fabrication. In other words, their kinetic state is
not overlapped with or close to their corresponding stable
state, thus leading to their device downgrading during the
stability test.
Such conclusions were further supported by the results of

the charge-generation and charge-transport studies (Figure
7d−f). For the devices stored in the glovebox for 30 days, the
aged UF-EH-2F-based device shows almost no change, with
Pdiss values of 95.0/81.5% (vs the initial values of 95.2/82.8%)

under the short circuit and maximal power output conditions,
indicating that efficient charge dissociation and high charge-
collection efficiency remain unchanged in the aged UF-EH-2F
device (Figure 7e). However, for the other two SMAs (UF-C8-
2F and UF-C2C5-2F), the Pdiss values decreased significantly
from 92.2/72.2 to 86.1/63.0% for the UF-C8-2F device
(Figure 7d) and from 93.2/68.2 to 82.3/63.1% for the UF-
C2C5-2F-based device (Figure 7f), respectively. From these
results, it can be concluded that the initial morphology state
(kinetic state) achieved during the device-fabrication process
in the UF-EH-2F-based device is the same as or close enough
to its thermodynamically stable state (stable state), leading to
the hardly changed charge generation and transport.22

To sum up this section, for UF-EH-2F among all six
molecules, its kinetic state, which has been proven to be rather
close to or overlapped with the efficient state in the previous
section, is also close to or overlapped with its thermodynami-
cally stable state (stable state). This results in the
corresponding devices with high efficiency and stability. This
overlap of the three states for UF-EH-2F must come with its
defined side chain since this is the only difference among all of
the molecules. The iso-octyl of UF-EH-2F can ensure good
solubility and also control the packing property and miscibility
between a donor and an acceptor. The morphology state of
UF-EH-2F displayed ordered molecular packing properties and
enhanced intermolecular interactions, which are not only
favorable for charge transport in the corresponding devices
(resulting in the high Jsc and FF, efficient state) but also freeze
the optimal morphology by inhibiting the diffusion of adjacent
molecules and provide effective ways to achieve better stability
(stable state). This indicates that proper tuning/engineering of
molecular structures could offer both a stable and efficient
state, the eventual goal of OPV molecule design.
To investigate the general applicability of our strategy and

the concept of the three states, another well-known polymer
donor PBDB-T was also used to fabricate OPV devices and
performance studies were carried out in the same way. The
device based on PBDB-T:UF-EH-2F exhibited the best
performance, with a PCE of 12.60% among all acceptors
(Table S12). The stability of the devices was also measured.
Interestingly, the devices based on PBDB-T:UF-EH-2F also
displayed high shelf stability (98.3% of the initial PCE after
120 h), photostability (88.5% of the initial PCE after 120 h),
and thermal stability (75.5% of the initial PCE after 120 h),
which is much better than that of UF-C8-2F- and UF-C2C5-
2F-based devices (Figure S17). These results indicate that its
kinetic state is also close to or overlapped with both the
efficient state and stable state simultaneously in the PBDB-
T:UF-EH-2F blend film. While further cases are needed, the
same conclusion observed for these two donor molecules with
our two series of six acceptor molecules indicates that there
might be some general applicability of the three-state concept
and the effectiveness of side-chain tuning with the same
backbone.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have successfully demonstrated a clear
relationship between both device performance and stability
with chemical structures of active materials using a series of A−
D−A-type acceptor molecules with the same backbone.
Among the six molecules studied, the A−D−A SMA UF-EH-
2F with suitable length and steric hindrance of side chains has
achieved both the best performance with a PCE of 13.56% and

Table 2. Summary of the Parameters for the Fresh and Aged
Blend Films Obtained from the GIWAXS

π−π stacking (010)

active layer dπ (Å)
a FWHM (Å−1)b CCL (Å)c

J52:UF-C8-2F fresh 3.67 0.161 35.20
photo aged 3.70 0.156 36.26
thermal aged 3.70 0.142 39.85

J52:UF-EH-2F fresh 3.49 0.119 47.50
photo aged 3.51 0.119 47.68
thermal aged 3.51 0.118 48.02

J52:UF-C2C5-2F fresh 3.58 0.149 38.03
photo aged 3.56 0.141 40.09
thermal aged 3.52 0.122 46.45

aThe (010) diffraction peak along the qz-axis.
bFull width at half-

maximum (FWHM) for the (010) peak along the qz-axis.
cCoherence

length estimated from Scherrer’s equation (CCL = 2πk/FWHM) for
the π−π stacking of the face-on crystallite.
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best stability, which is due to the overlap of its kinetic, efficient,
and stable states. These results indicate that it is highly possible
to achieve both high stability and efficiency by fine-tuning the
side chains of acceptor molecules in the active layer molecules,
assuming these molecules already have a decent backbone
structure. This is believed to be achieved by having the initial
morphology state (kinetic state) obtained during the device
fabrication to be overlapped with or close enough to both the
thermodynamically stable state (stable state) and the state of
ideal morphology (efficient state). Note that the defined
structure of small molecules designed for OPV would offer a
strong advantage to apply this strategy to obtain such
molecules with both efficient and stable OPV performance
since the structure−efficiency−stability studies would offer
more refined results. Considering the rich and widely available
data in the literature for OPV, it is strongly believed that
applying the same strategy of fine-tuning chemical structures
on other reported high-performance molecules should be
highly possible to realize the goal for both high performance
and stability for truly commercial applications of OPV.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis Method. UF-C8-2F was selected as an example to

illustrate the synthesis steps of SMAs, and the synthesis route is
displayed in the Supporting Information (Figure S1).
Synthesis of Compound 3. A solution of compound 1 (1 g, 2.03

mmol) and compound 2 (3.37 g, 4.87 mmol) in dry toluene was
degassed three times, followed by the addition of Pd(PPh3)4 (23.5
mg, 0.020 mmol) as a catalyst. After stirring and refluxing under the
protection of argon for 24 h, the mixture was extracted with CHCl3
(50 mL × 3). The organic layer was combined and washed with water
and dried with anhydrous Na2SO4. After removal of the solvent, the
crude product was purified by a silica gel using dichloromethane and
petroleum as eluents to give compound 3 as a yellow oil (1.18 g, 51%
yield). Mass spectroscopy (MS) (matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization-time of flight, MALDI-TOF): calcd for C72H110O2S4 [M

+]
1134.7389, found 1134.5147.
Synthesis of Compound 4. A Vilsmeier reagent, which was

prepared with POCl3 (2 mL, 21.5 mmol) in dry dimethylformamide
(DMF) (8 mL), was added to a solution of compound 3 (400 mg,
0.35 mmol) in 1,2-dichloroethane (100 mL) at 0 °C and then stirred
at room temperature for 2h. After being stirred at 75 °C for 12h, the
mixture was poured into ice water (200 mL), neutralized with
NaOAc, and then extracted with dichloromethane. The combined
organic layer was washed with water and brine and dried over
Na2SO4. After removal of the solvent, the crude product was purified
by a silica gel using a mixture of dichloromethane and petroleum ether
as an eluant to afford compound 4 as a red solid (352 mg, 84% yield).
MS (MALDI-TOF): calcd for C74H110O4S4 [M

+] 1190.7287, found
1190.3589.
Synthesis of Compound 5. Compound 4 (100 mg, 0.084 mmol)

and 2-(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-ylidene)-
malononitrile (2F, 154.6 mg, 0.672 mmol) were dissolved in CHCl3
(30 mL) and pyridine (0.7 mL) was added dropwise. Under the
protection of argon, the mixture was stirred overnight at room
temperature. After removal of the solvent, the crude product was
purified by a silica gel using chloroform as an eluent to afford the
target material compound 5 (UF-C8-2F) as a dark blue solid (104.5
mg, 77% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.90 (s, 2H), 8.52
(dd, J = 10.0, 6.6 Hz, 2H), 7.65 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4H), 7.54 (s, 2H), 7.30
(s, 2H), 4.21 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 4H), 2.08−1.95 (m, 12H), 1.66−1.56 (m,
4H), 1.52−1.32 (m, 16H), 1.08−0.89 (m, 36H), 0.81−0.68 (m,
18H), 0.68−0.61 (m, 12H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 186.18,
165.65, 159.96, 159.50, 158.62, 155.51, 152.94, 152.81, 149.84,
149.63, 148.34, 138.88, 138.64, 138.30, 138.05, 136.50, 134.47,
123.87, 120.58, 118.89, 114.88, 114.72, 112.35, 112.15, 111.46, 69.99,
67.42, 53.89, 43.43, 35.53, 35.51, 34.26, 34.06, 31.89, 29.44, 29.36,

28.54, 28.49, 27.51, 27.31, 26.39, 22.80, 22.71, 14.14, 14.11, 14.07,
10.63. MS (MALDI-TOF): calcd for C98H114F4N4O4S4 [M+]
1616.2476, found 1615.8367.

Organic Solar Cell Fabrication and Measurement. The
inverted structure device of J52:SMAs was fabricated with the device
architecture of ITO/ZnO/PFN-Br/J52:SMAs/MoOx/Ag. A thick
layer of ZnO was deposited by spin-coating a ZnO precursor on top
of precleaned ITO substrates at 3000 rpm for 40 s, followed by
annealing at 200 °C for 1 h in air. Subsequently, a thin layer of PFN-
Br was spin-coated on ZnO for improving the interfacial properties.
The substrates were then transferred into an argon-filled glovebox.
Then, the blend solution of J52:SMAs (6 mg mL−1, from CHCl3 with
0.5% 1-chloronaphthalene, CN) was spin-coated at 1500 rpm for 20 s
to form the active layer. After being thermally annealed at 120 °C for
10 min, the MoOx layer (6 nm) and the Ag layer (70 nm) were
sequentially deposited by vacuum evaporation under 2 × 10−4 Pa.
The current density−voltage (J−V) curves of the fabricated devices
were obtained by a Keithley 2400 source-measure unit. The
photocurrent was measured under illumination with simulated 100
mW cm−2 AM 1.5G irradiation using a SAN-EI XES-70S1 AAA class
solar simulator, calibrated with a reference Si solar cell. The EQE
spectrum was measured using a QE-R Solar Cell Spectral Response
Measurement System (Enli Technology Co., Ltd., Taiwan).
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